The Benghazi Committee’s Investigation: By the Numbers
Serious. Thorough. Fact-Centered.

75,000 – Pages of new documents

- 0 previous investigations requested Ambassador Chris Stevens’ emails

16,586 – Pages of witness interview transcripts

>6,500 – Pages of documents received from the State Department since and including New Year’s Eve

>4,300 – Pages of emails and documents reviewed by the State Department’s Accountability Review Board (never before produced to Congress)

>400 – Pages of documents received from the State Department just last month

107 – Total witnesses interviewed to date

- 81 – Witnesses who had never before been questioned by Congress about Benghazi
- 9 – New witnesses who were eyewitnesses to the attacks

57 – State Department witnesses

- 23 – Diplomatic Security agents or principal officers who served in Benghazi (all new witnesses)
- 23 – Main State or other officials, 7 senior leaders, 3 ambassadors

24 – Department of Defense witnesses

- 17 – Never before interviewed by Congress

19 – CIA witnesses

- 8 – Never before interviewed by Congress

3 – White House and National Security Council witnesses, including Ben Rhodes (all new witnesses)

2 – Office of the Director of National Intelligence witnesses

2 – Non-government witnesses

802 – Pages in the #BenghaziReport (not counting “additional views” by members)

2,123 – Footnotes in the #BenghaziReport